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popular.Subcellular distribution and degradation kinetics of unsaturated fatty acids in the
phytoplankton Rhodomonas salina. Cellular localization and degradation kinetics of free and
esterified unsaturated fatty acids (FA) were determined in the marine phototrophic bacterium

Rhodomonas salina. Cellular distribution of free FA was lower than that of their esterified form.
The rate of FA degradation in the bacterium was higher for the free form than that for the esterified
one, and the free FA were degraded about 2.5 times faster than the esterified ones. In contrast, the

degradation of the bound form of unsaturated fatty acids was not observed. FA degradation
appeared to be stimulated by light. Addition of cycloheximide to the culture reduced the

degradation of both the free and esterified forms. On the other hand, when chloramphenicol was
added, only the degradation of the free form was suppressed. Based on these results, it is concluded
that the unsaturated fatty acids of R. salina are degraded via both the gamma-oxidation pathway and
beta-oxidation pathway in the light. The major route of esterification of unsaturated fatty acids in

the heterotrophs is the acyl-CoA synthetase, which is the rate-limiting enzyme in this process.
However, the acyl-CoA synthetase from R. salina shows low affinity for long-chain fatty acids.Q:
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which prevent a collision of
vehicles and provide collision
avoidance in a traffic system

using a plurality of
communication vehicles, and a

system construction method
thereof. In a traffic system

where a plurality of unmanned
(dedicated) vehicles travel along

a predetermined path and
information is exchanged among

these vehicles, there has been
proposed a method of

preventing a collision of the
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vehicles by checking for the
possibility of a collision between

the vehicles every
predetermined time. In a

conventional traffic system,
each vehicle is provided with a

radar apparatus for detecting the
distance to an object vehicle, a

controller for checking the
possibility of a collision between

the vehicle and the object
vehicle, and a driver's action
unit for performing collision

avoidance, such as a decrease in
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engine rotation speed,
deceleration, and stopping of the

vehicle. In the conventional
traffic system, however, as
control is performed every

predetermined time, the
problem of time-consuming

communication and processing
to determine the possibility of a
collision between the vehicles
takes place. In addition, each

vehicle is required to have
dedicated 3e33713323
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